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Eccentric and easily recognizable, Ringo Starr is often the least-credited of the four Beatles. Now he

gets his due as an entire book devotes time to picking him out. Twenty Beatle-themed illustrations

by artist David Ryan Robinson show the Beatles and their comrades in iconic scenes from Beatle

history.Ringo pops up in amazing places &#151; in scenes from albums, films, and creative

collaborations. There are even iconic Beatles memorabilia items hidden on each page to extend the

hours of search-and-find fun. Complete with original photographs and fact-filled overviews

describing each image, this Beatle keepsake never lets you down.
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My 4 year old daughter loves The Beatles and her favorite Beatle is Ringo. Needless to say, she

was thrilled when she received this book as a gift. The artwork is vibrant and it is challenging and

fun to "find" Ringo in each phase of The Beatles career. My four year old was able to find Ringo

every time, so it's great for kids and grown ups alike. I also love the Beatles history included

throughout the book. While Ringo is obviously the main focus, there is a lot of additional Beatles

trivia included throughout. This is an excellent book. I highly recommend it!

This is a great book! We're getting it for my father-in-law who loves Ringo (and the rest of the

Beatles, of course!). I was pleasantly surprised to see that after each spread of 'Find Ringo' there's

another spread with trivia and interesting factoids about the band. He'll love this book and I'm sure

any Ringo/Beatles fan would, too!



With a few exceptions, this decade feels like the dark ages of music, and kids seem to have few

options outside the Disney music machine. This is what makes Where's Ringo such a find. The

book helps kids learn more about one of the greatest groups in history (arguably only the Stones or

Led Z could challenge their crown) in a fun and entertaining way. I got the book after reading and

loving the author's previous Beatles work, Still the Greatest, even though I knew the book was for a

young audience. I read and enjoyed the book, and then passed it along for my nephew, who plans

to read it and write about it for a book report at school. The book deserves my highest praise!

This is a pretty great idea for a book and Jackson executes the concept with insight, style and a

sense of humor, just what I was in the mood for over the holidays. I actually bought it as a gift for a

family member, whoâ€™s a big Beatles fan. I love giving books for gifts but hate laying weighty

tomes on loved ones who are stretched thin as it is. This is a fun, easy read, full of interesting trivia.

You could read it in a couple hours (as I did when I visited the recipient of the gift over the holidays)

or spend more time poring over the excellent selection of art work from artists like Oliver Goddard,

Takayo Akiyama, and David Ryan Robinson. The bookâ€™s candy colored layout and design, the

detailed art work and the lively prose combine to steep you in all the people, places and things of

the Beatles era, a surreal trip down memory lane. Highlights include spotting Allen Ginsberg, Jack

Kerouac and Terry Southern. This book came out at the right time, especially since thereâ€™s no

new David Rees book to give out this year (again, unfortunately). Jackson seems to have genuine

affection for all the Beatles, especially Ringo, which is a refreshing change from the usual Lennon

hagiography. Definitely worth the twelve bucks, especially as a gift.

I've loved the Beatles since I was fender high to a Ford Falcon and it comes as no surprise that I

love this book! It was fun to find Ringo hidden among the beautiful illustrations. For a fun test, a

group of Beatle fans of all ages with autism were given the Ringo test and passed it with flying

colors! (Beatle Fans with autism is a large demographic. After all, Ringo did say in the movie

"Yellow Submarine" that "Nothing is Beatle Proof!") This is a wonderful book for all ages,

neurotypicals and people with autism alike and it is a fun challenge to find the "hidden" images of

Ringo. The Beatles history that is included in the book will bring many new to the Beatle party up to

speed and fans will revel in the information.A wonderful book and ideal for Beatle bonding in the

family. I give it a very hearty YEAH, YEAH, YEAH!



This was a gift for my mother in law. She loves the Beatles and she loved this gift!

a must for a Beatles fan. Lots of fun and trivia on the Beatles

A gift for a young and a vintage Beatles fan. Very enjoyable!
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